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INTRODUCTION

◼ Based on author feedback and previous experiences, Wolters Kluwer is 

continuously striving to improve its services and modernize its publishing 

processes

◼ As part of this exercise, we are partnering with STIPP to use their state of the 

art ‘STIPPUB/ONS’ platform (hereafter ‘ONS’) to automate and systematize the 

workflow for news items as well as summaries of case law and legislation 

◼ With the present document, we would like to introduce the system, highlight 

some features and benefits, including support
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WHAT IS ONS?

◼ ONS is an author tool enabling authors to draft and submit their summaries and 

news for selected publications in an online environment. 

◼ The delivery of ONS content to our online platforms Kluwer Arbitration, Kluwer 

Competition Law, Kluwer Intellectual Property and Kluwer Tax Law is automated 

which enables Wolters Kluwer to deliver authors’ content more quickly to 

customers.
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FEATURES OF ONS

◼ Online environment with compatibility with most browsers

◼ Ability to save a draft and return to it later

◼ Permanent and personal access

◼ Integrated workflow that routes document to the relevant general editor or 

Content Manager at Wolters Kluwer, including comment function

◼ Formatting functionality, such as bold, italics, hyperlinks, special characters, 

lists, etc.

◼ Option to attach the PDF of the original judgment/legislation to the summary

◼ Form-like template with, where relevant, drop-down lists and pick lists to guide 

correct input

◼ User-friendly help function explaining how fields should be populated
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BENEFITS

◼ Accuracy – significant reduction of the risk of document version errors as well as 

input errors for all parties 

◼ Speed – significant reduction of production turn-around times, resulting in a 

faster publishing process overall

◼ Ease of use – an intuitive design and user-friendly interface
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SUPPORT
◼ For all publishing related queries - e.g. questions about planning, content and 

publication strategy - please continue to contact your dedicated Content Manager 

at Wolters Kluwer 

◼ For all technology related queries - i.e. how-to questions relating to the system –

please continue to contact your dedicated Content Manager at Wolters Kluwer 
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SNAPSHOT: ONLINE ACCESS
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SNAPSHOT: OVERVIEW OF YOUR WORK



SNAPSHOT: FORM-LIKE TEMPLATE


